Audubon County Clothing Event Report Form

This form should be filled out BEFORE coming to judging on Monday, July 12. You will need to submit a form for each category entered.

Name ____________________________

Age (Sept. 2020) ________________ Grade (Sept. 2020)____________________

Club name ______________________________________________________________

Years in 4-H Clothing Project_____________ Years in 4-H_____________________

Please check if you are entering:

_____ CLOTHING SELECTION   _____ $15 CHALLENGE   _____ FASHION REVUE

1. What is your clothing goal?

2. Where did you plan to wear this outfit when you decided to purchase it?

3. What other items in your wardrobe can you wear with this outfit?

4. What kind of care does this outfit require?

5. Describe the accessories you selected and explain why.
CLOTHING SELECTION / $15 CHALLENGE:

Purchase price of outfit__________________________

Purchase price of accessories_____________________

Estimate how many times in a year you expect to wear this outfit__________________________

Cost per wearing. (Divide total cost of outfit by number of times you plan to wear it.)________
Example: total cost $18, wear 20 times,
$18÷20 = $.90 per wear

$15 Challenge entries MUST INCLUDE RECEIPTS and/or TAGS. Please staple them to this completed form.

FASHION REVUE:

Price of pattern__________ Price of fabric__________ Price of notions__________

Price of accessories__________________________

Estimate how many times in a year you expect to wear this outfit__________________________

Cost per wearing. (Divide total cost of outfit by number of times you plan to wear it.)________
Example: wear 20 times, total cost $18.
18÷20 = $.90 per wearing

Include a photograph, complete with all accessories, with this form.

Write a short paragraph that says what you want to hear about yourself and this outfit as if you were to model on stage. (Include name, 4-H club, statements about design features and colors in the outfit, your goals, and recent 4-H experiences.)